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Nectura Coloring Page
We encourage you to take your creativity to an all new level. Our coloring pages are for kids and 
adults to not only provide you with a creative outlet, but also give you a soothing activity to do 
together as a family!

Product Spotlight
Find out more about our Angel Silk Beauty Line with all natural, healthy micro-minerals that are 
actually good for your skin!

Mindset & Motivation
Discover the four “selfs” used to help you with your personal improvement which is vital 
to the success of your Sparkle Business and happiness: Self-Responsibility, Self-Motivation,  
Self-Determination, and Self-Functional!

Testimonial & VIP of the Month
Read about Judy Coursolle's  experiences with our revolutionary products and join us in congratulating 
our Sparkle VIP of the Month, Kimberley Dorey!

Club Sparkle Resources
Our YouTube channel is a great resource for you to utilize when SHARING the Gift of Sparkle with 
your friends and family!

Earn Your Wings Campaign
Adventure awaits! Earn your Wings and take flight with these exclusive Sparkle rewards today! 
The more you refer, the larger the prize!

Gift of Sparkle Campaign
The Holidays are here and the time for giving is upon us. This season, give The Gift of Sparkle.

Upcoming Guest Speakers
We would like to take the time to highlight and celebrate all of our guest speakers for the year of 2020.  
Their continued support and knowledge add so much life to our Sparkle Family!
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Portable so you can 
take it on the go

Soft and silky
 face brush

Choose light, medium  
or heavy coverage with  
a unique dispense dial  

Helps reduce blemishes 
and evens skin tone

Healthy micro-mineral 
nutrition for the skin

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT: ANGEL SILK

Creates a long lasting, 
beautiful, 

translucent glow

Built-in compartment  
to conveniently hold  
Angel Silk minerals

Helps improve skin 
texture, clarity and 

brightness
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Mindset 
MOTIVATION

 

Personal improvement is vital to the success of your business and happiness.  
The journey begins with realizing your four "selfs": 

1. SELF-RESPONSIBILITY 
Why can one Sparkle Member make only $500 per month while another makes $5,000 
per month? Understand that the products, the System, the Loyalty Program, and the 
environment are the same for all Members - the only variable is YOU! You must take 
RESPONSIBILITY for where you are in your business and where you are not. 

2. SELF-MOTIVATION 

As a Sparkle Member, you have the benefits of being self-employed. You are your 
own boss. You cannot rely on other people to motivate and direct you. The power of  
self-motivation needs to come from within. This is where your WHY plays a major 
role to keep you focused and on track. 

3. SELF-DETERMINATION 
Only you can provide the proper determination to LEARN the right skills, APPLY what 
you have learned, and to USE the system daily. Diligently give it your best no matter 
what setbacks you may face. Self-determination means striving to achieve your desired 
results rather than having an “I’ll try it for 90 days and see what happens” attitude. 

4. SELF-FUNCTIONAL 

If you are responsible, motivated and determined then becoming Self-Functional 
is virtually automatic. When you are Self-Functional, your chance for success 
increases immensely. You’ll mentally have the skills to run your own business and will 
consistently do whatever it takes to make it and keep it successful. 
 

FOUR "SELFS"
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TESTIMONIALTESTIMONIAL
Judy
Coursolle

Kim Dorey 
Kimberley Dorey is a new up and coming leader to Club Sparkle. She 
brings a great deal of business expertise with an eye for health and 
beauty. For more than 25 years, Kimberley has been an entrepreneur 
and business owner. She is a licensed aesthetician with more than a 
decade of experience in European spa facials, dermaplaning, chemical 
peels and hair removal - including the ancient Egyptian art of sugaring. 
She was also a Mary Kay independent Beauty Consultant, rising 
to Team Manager and earning a prestigious Mary Kay vehicle. Her 
ability to work one-on-one with people and see the potential in each 
person will be a benefit for her team members.  After taking ION5 
and EverYoung for 6 days Kimberley had more energy throughout 
the day and started waking up at 6:00 a.m. each day regardless the 
time she went to sleep. Kimberley grew up in San Diego and moved 
to southeast Oklahoma during her junior year in high school with 

her parents and brother.  Later raising her own family,  
a son and twin daughters.  In her spare time she enjoys 
Kundalini yoga, ballroom and country dancing, walking 
and reading.

“My name is Judy “Just Judy” AKA Mamma J. I’m from Minnesota 
don’t cha know and I’m here to “testify”. I was introduced to the Club 
Sparkle Products a few years ago before they had opened their America 
branch. We were invited to an elite exclusive hotel party in Las Vegas 
with some very prominent people. Gary and Dean and 2 people I had 
never met before.  I had no idea what I was doing there. The hotel room 
was filled with exquisite candies and items in wrappers with Japanese 
printing. Then I met a man named Tony Diaz and a woman named 
Lani Dizon as they brought out these Japanese products for us to try. 
I was listening to the conversations they were having with Gary as they 
handed out samples. Gary tried the products first and because he had 
done so I felt it was ok for me to try.  A magical thing happened, when 
Gary tasted Nectura I began to see sparkles around his head.  I thought 
wow, they really named the company appropriately, Club Sparkle. 
After that experience, I decided to try the rest of the products and I 
really fell in love with the taste. I have tried many products in the past 
and couldn’t get past the bad taste. 

I decided to sign up when the Company was barely opening in America 
and decided that, allowing is the name of the game. I had my doubts, 
even telling the Chairman and President that I couldn’t sell the last 
bottle of water on a 100 degree day in the desert. Yet, they were so kind 
and supportive and assured that if I believed it, I could do it. Then 
came Dean and Michelle who took me by the hand and helped me 
every step of the way. I truly would not be where I am today without 
their support and kind words.
Dean and Michelle came to Minnesota and spread their enthusiasm 
about Club Sparkle and it took off. The crew in Minnesota are some of 
the most motivated Achievers and VIPs in America. I feel that this is 
only the beginning for the Club Sparkle company in the USA. As for 
my personal experience, I enjoy the taste of the products so much that 
I’m hooked. I had taken an extensive blood test to gauge the results 
from the products and all the labs returned normal. I am close to 50. 
Not saying which side of 50, but the only 'medicine' I take are the 
natural elixirs of Club Sparkle!" 

(918) 231-7970SugarSmooth Face and Body Aesthetics by Kimberley
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DISCOVER CLUB SPARKLE PLAYLIST 

Our playlist was created as a curated collection of 
resourceful videos to assist you in your Club Sparkle 
Business. Share any of these  videos with new prospects, 
family and/or friends to help them understand the 
Club Sparkle Experience, Sparkle Culture, adventure, 

Loyalty Program and Sparkle Community. 

Scan to watch! 

SPARKLE Resources #2SPARKLE Resources #1
SPARKLE PRODUCTS PLAYLIST 

Our revolutionary products speak for themselves! 
We are a product-driven company that helps people 
achieve results. The Products Playlist was created 
so that you can access the benefits and information 
needed to solidify your belief in our products which will 
give you natural enthusiasm to share it with others! 

Scan to watch!

We put all of our Sparkle YouTube videos into categorized playlists to make it easier to 
navigate through our channel. This is a great resource for you to utilize when SHARING the 
Gift of Sparkle with your friends and family! There you will find countless of informative 
videos on our Products, Adventures and Lifestyle, Campaigns, Virtual Events, Testimonials, 

and even the Loyalty Program! 

Through this resource, no matter where you are in the world, Club Sparkle is with you to 
help make your dreams a reality with a push of a “play” button. 

 
YouTube.com/ClubSparkleUSA 

OR 

SCAN HERE 

YOUTUBE
CLUBSPARKLEUSA 
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In these very polarizing times it was a great 
perspective for all of us to hear from Sergeant 
Marquita Driskell a black woman in a leadership 
position climbing the ranks in the male dominated 
field, the Police Department. She attributes 
her focus and clarity on her long hour shifts to 
EverYoung and has since gotten her team to 
try the energetics beverage. We look forward 
to hearing how her team does and seeing her 
succeed in community outreach and succeed in  
her wellness journey. 

Brand Ambassador and viral sensation on 
social media, Auntie Chantel spoke about her  
weight-loss experience with Club Sparkle Products 
and some major upcoming events and news. 

We had a great surprise guest during our 
Webinar, our very own Sparkle Chef Wai.  
Chef Wai surprised us with Thanksgiving meals 
created using our very own Sparkle Products.  
Who said holidays can’t be delicious and healthy 
all at the same time? 

Did you miss out on any virtual events? No worries, 
we have created an exclusive playlist resource for our 
Members to watch any missed virtual events! Check 
it out by scanning the QR code below. 

CHEF WAI AUNG 

@chef_wai_aung 

CHANTEL TREMITIERE 

@chanteltrem 

@auntiechantel 

@auntiechantel

MARQUITA DRISKELL 

@princesshardwork 

@tiktokladycop 



December Virtual Event Attendees are in 
for an amazing treat! We are compiling all 
of our 2020 guests into the next events. 
Without our amazing Guest Speakers –  
we would not be able to share the amount of 
success stories and inspirational testimonials 
needed to portray the true excitement and 
enthusiasm people have for these revolutionary 
products. 
 
We appreciate every single one of our wellness 
warriors and this year has been such an  
eye-opening year for the amount of awareness 
that we have all received on building natural 
immune systems using Club Sparkle's  
life-changing products! 

Gina Pero is the CEO and founder of Gina Pero 
LLC and Embracing You. She is a Professional 
Speaker, ICF Master Certified Life Coach, and 
Certified Movement Specialist. Gina is passionate 
about empowering audiences and high achieving 
clients by incorporating Club Sparkle products 
with her step-by-step systems to they can easily 
implement and perform with ease and confidence! 

ginapero.com

Optometrist, Dr. Lau had spent years studying 
and seeking nutritional products that could help 
her patients, friends and family in their journey to 
wellness. In 2018, she was introduced to Club 
Sparkle and quickly noticed the difference in 
her skin just after a week of taking the Sparkle 
Products. After experiencing such results, she took it upon 
herself to research the ingredients and began sampling the 
products to her patients. Half an hour into their exams, they 
began to notice such a positive physical difference and have 
since been interested in the life-changing results of the Club 
Sparkle opportunity. 

desertvisioneyecare.com

With over 20 years of professional chiropractic 
knowledge, functional and energy medicine 
knowledge, Dr. Stella aims to improve the health 
and wellness in all areas of patient’s lives, whether 
they are having problems with back pain or neck 
pain, or just want to start feeling better when they 
wake up in the morning. Dr. Stella guides people into tapping into 
their own biofield, encouraging them to start making wise choices 
on their path to wellness, pairing them with Club Sparkle products 
based on what their body requires.

drdavidstella.com

As an advocate of chiropractic and healthy 
living, when he discovered the great benefits the 
Sparkle Products can have to the human body 
it became natural for him to introduce the gift of 
Sparkle with his friends, family and especially 
his patients. Dr. Hecker believes having healthy 
spinal alignment through good chiropractic care and getting the 
building blocks for our cells from nutrients are two of the best 
things people can do for a healthy life. It is Dr. Hecker’s intention 
to share the need for nutrient rich foods for a healthy life. He feels 
Club Sparkle challenges the fact that people do not take their 
vitamins because of taste. Club Sparkle products makes it easy 
by serving as a Delicious Way to Wellness. 

drdevin.com

Experienced and talented Chef Wai Aung has 
over 20 years in the Hospitality Industry as a 
Certified SERV safe and Allergen Executive 
Chef. Originally from Myanmar, he spent several 
years honing his culinary talents in Japan before 
coming to the United States in 2000. Now, as 
the Signature Chef of Club Sparkle, Chef Wai has discovered 
a new way of creating healthy dishes with our Wellness health 
products: Nectura, EverYoung and ION5, in combination with his 
culinary artistic creations that are now trending all throughout 
America and across the seas.

@chef_wai_aung

Dr. Chantel Tremitiere
Dr. Chantel Tremitiere has 

been taking Club Sparkle 
products for years and 
has credited them for 
saving her life from 
thyroid cancer and the 

effects from a stalled metabolism. The 
products have consistently given her a 

tremendous amount of energy, enabling her 
to lose 50 pounds. She became a Brand Ambassador in 2019 
and boasts an impressive social media where she's known as 
"Auntie Chantel." The products gave her the energy to work 
out. She now bikes at least 15-26 miles a day, she runs 3-5 
miles a day, and she swims. She is a living testimony of a  
"Life with No Limits!" 

@chanteltrem               chanteltremitiere.com

Gary Spivey
"Throughout my career, I've been 

approached by many companies to 
promote their products. I have never 
felt the desire to promote any product, 
until Club Sparkle. That's because 
Club Sparkle has scientifically 
designed all-natural products that 

genuinely will make a difference in your 
health. And their business model is a 

people helping people business designed for 
anyone who wants to make positive changes in their life while 
earning money at the same time." 

@garyspivey                  garyspivey.com

Upcoming
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Dr. Stella Lau

Dr. Daniel Hecker

Chef Wai

Dr. David Stella 

Gina Pero





THE FEEL
GREAT
COMPANY!
JOIN THE CLUB

For more information on how to join contact us at
usasupport@clubsparkle.com

1-872-SPARKLE (772-7553)
www.clubsparkle.com

We help people enjoy health,
beauty, fun, adventure and a

better lifestyle while also earning
huge profits through our financially

rewarding Loyalty Program.

Our unique multi-functional products,
innovative culture and life-changing

opportunity have made a tremendous
impact on the lives of thousands of 

people from around the world.

Now it’s your turn!


